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Why VaR reac vity is dangerous
It is o en thought that a reac ve VaR measure is a good one. We will argue the contrary. Reac vity of a VaR measure means that upon a sudden market event, for example
a jump in one of the factors relevant to the risk of a fund, the risk measures immediately
increases. It is perceived that such a risk measure will let the manager react quickly to
changing market condi ons and adjust her/his posi ons accordingly. However, quite the
contrary is true. Reac vity of a VaR measure only shows that it does not in fact reveal all
the hidden risks of a fund and leads to a very dangerous circle.
A reac ve VaR creates a mechanism that leads to a dangerous cyclical cascade of market
events as shown in the ﬁgure:
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This is the typical risk adjustment chain
that induced the 1987 crisis, as well as a
number or other crisis, including the 2008
credit squeeze.
On a wider scale this pro-cyclical nature
of a reac ve VaR encourages the deepening of a crisis. For a manager it induces
the cancela on of risky posi ons in illiquid
mes that are least favorable.
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1: A cycle caused be a reac ve risk mea-

Linear models, even with fat-tails, are reac ve
In most factor risk models a fund is modeled by a func on that is typically linear in factors
Fund returns = Model func on(factors) = k1 · F1 + ... + kn · Fn .
In this case, the risk of a fund is determined by two things:
(i) the joint density of factors, and
(ii) the coeﬃcients ki .
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Following a jump of one of the factors, two things typically occur:
(a) The distribu on of the factor is changed. This may possibly be a substan al change
since the factor distribu ons are es mated by deliberately overweigh ng the recent
past. This is done in order to produce be er percentages of excep ons in backtes ng.
(b) The correla on between the fund and the factor changes, typically increasing the coeﬃcients ki . This is some mes referred to as a correla on break, where in eﬀect it is
simply a sign of nonlineari es which the linear model is not able to capture.
Both of these reac ons will increase the risk es mate, and some mes when ac ng jointly
by a substan al amount.
Back-ﬁlling the fund history in order to produce longer term sta s cs does not remedy
the issues and is just an intermediary step resul ng ul mately in same mechanism of risk
reac on to a factor jump.
StressVaR is nonlinear: it is an cipa ve, not reac ve
In the FoFiX risk es mate based on a set of nonlinear single factor models, what happens
following a factor jump is quite diﬀerent.
- The factor distribu on quan les typically do not change. They are calculated from a
very long (more then 20 years) history of factor returns and updates to the densi es are
not very common. Even the 2008 crisis did not produce many factor returns that have
changed substan ally the long term quan les. The quan les are rather adjusted in size
only if a jump of excep onal magnitude occurs.
- Since the single factor models are already nonlinear, the coeﬃcients measuring the
dependency of the fund to the factor are typically not changed much. The correla on
breaks occur in linear models, the nonlinear models already capture the possible op onlike factor dependencies.
Therefore in the FoFiX model, following a factor change, the risk of the fund might be
adjusted but not signiﬁcantly revised.
One could wonder whether in this approach the fund risk is under-es mated? Not at all!
The risk was already taken into account and an cipated. A reac ve VaR reveals the hidden risk a er it has happened, an an cipa ve VaR already has the hidden risk calculated
in.
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In comparing the response to a large factor move of the FoFiX nonlinear approach to the
linear, there are basically 2 possibili es:
(a) Upon a factor move, the linear risk doesn’t change much. In this case, the linear and
the nonlinear risk are in the same ball park and the jump does not induce a large
change in alloca on. There is no ”hidden risk”.
(b) Upon a factor jump, the linear risk jumps as well. In this case, the nonlinear risk was
already high - precisely at the level which the linear risk eventually reached when the
factor jumped.
Therefore, when using a linear model, a factor jump may trigger an increase in the risk
measure which in turn generates a sell order. However, this sell order is in the worst ming
- when everybody using similar models is also selling. Using a nonlinear model, the risk
would have been an cipated and revealed before. Accordingly, the alloca on would have
been lowered long ago when selling was not a problem.
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